Baseline Traits of Low Vision Patients Served by Private Outpatient Clinical Centers in the United States
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Objective: To characterize the traits of low vision patients who seek outpatient low vision rehabilitation (LVR) services in the United States.

Methods: In a prospective observational study, we enrolled 764 new low vision patients seeking outpatient LVR services from 28 clinical centers in the United States. Before their initial appointment, multiple questionnaires assessing daily living and vision, physical, psychological, and cognitive health states were administered by telephone. Baseline clinical visual impairment measures and disorder diagnoses were recorded.

Results: Patients had a median age of 77 years, were primarily female (66%), and had macular disease (55%), most of which was nonneovascular age-related macular degeneration. More than one-third of the patients (37%) had mild vision impairment with habitual visual acuity (VA) of 20/60 or greater. The VA correlated well with contrast sensitivity \((r = -0.52)\) but poorly with self-reported vision quality. The intake survey revealed self-reported physical health limitations, including decreased endurance (68%) and mobility problems (52%). Many patients reported increased levels of frustration (42%) and depressed mood (22%); memory and cognitive impairment (11%) were less frequently endorsed. Patients relied on others for daily living support (87%), but many (31%) still drove.

Conclusions: Most patients seeking LVR are geriatric and have macular disease with relatively preserved VA. The disparity between VA and subjective quality of vision suggests that LVR referrals are based on symptoms rather than on VA alone. Patients seen for LVR services have significant physical, psychological, and cognitive disorders that can amplify vision disabilities and decrease rehabilitation potential.
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Despite these changes, a recent survey of LVR outpatient clinics and services in the United States revealed considerable variability in the type and intensity of services provided. In addition, acquisition of VAE, orientation and mobility training, and therapy by vision rehabilitation therapists who are not also occupational therapists remain noncovered.

Because LVR is impacted by the person’s overall health state, it is important to factor patient traits besides vision into the rehabilitation plan. Individual LVR plans must consider the patient’s comorbidities, disabilities, living arrangements, available resources, and personal preferences to set effective rehabilitation goals and determine the patient’s rehabilitation potential. To better understand this challenge, the objective of the present study was to characterize the traits of low vision patients who seek LVR services in the private sector of the US health care system.

METHODS

RECRUITMENT AND CONSENT

A total of 764 patients from 28 clinical centers in the United States were enrolled between April 25, 2008, and May 2, 2011, in a prospective observational study of usual LVR care. Participating centers included university-based clinics, private practice settings, and multidisciplinary rehabilitation centers. Appeal for center participation was publicized at professional conferences and research meetings (Envision and the Association for Research in Vision and Ophthalmology) between 2007 and 2010 and by word of mouth. Participation was open to any LVR center in the United States that provided direct care by an optometrist or ophthalmologist and had the ability to comply with the study protocol. The study was approved by The Johns Hopkins University institutional review board and adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki. In addition, all the study sites complied with the requirements of the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act and, when required, also obtained separate institutional review board approval for their participating centers. All the patients provided oral consent for their study participation before enrollment. The inclusion criteria were as follows: new patients to LVR (no LVR services from the physician or subspecialty group practice in the past 3 years), age 18 years or older, and ability to hear and respond to questions in English over the telephone. No VA, visual field, or diagnosis requirements were defined because the study objective was to evaluate typical patients seeking LVR services.

Patients were recruited via telephone by each of the 28 sites. A designated individual from each site contacted new patients who had an appointment scheduled 2 weeks or longer after the time of the call. Variation likely existed between centers, and many, but not all, new patients were able to be contacted in advance. After providing verbal agreement to consider participation, each prospective study patient was mailed a contact authorization form in large print that had to be signed and returned in the provided self-addressed stamped envelope to the coordinating center at The Johns Hopkins University before the patient could be contacted. On receipt of the signed contact authorization, a research assistant called the patient, described the study further, and obtained oral consent on the telephone to participate in the study. At that time, either an appointment was scheduled for a future telephone interview or, if the patient was available, the interview began immediately.

PATIENT INTERVIEW AND STUDY DESIGN

To measure the overall health and vision state as observed by the patient, a series of questionnaires was administered in 1 or 2 telephone interviews before the initial clinical examination. The mean total interview time was 62 minutes. Questionnaires included a standardized “check-box” intake survey that detailed ocular, medical, physical, psychological, and social history status. In addition, the Activity Inventory, Telephone Interview for Cognitive Status, Geriatric Depression Scale, 36-Item Short Form Health Survey (Physical Functioning, Mental Health, and General Health scales), and EuroQol were administered. Before the patient’s appointment, the physician was provided reports of the intake survey, Activity Inventory with summary scores, and raw scores of the Geriatric Depression Scale and Telephone Interview for Cognitive Status. The results of the Activity Inventory, Telephone Interview for Cognitive Status, Geriatric Depression Scale, 36-Item Short Form Health Survey, and EuroQol will be described in later reports.

During the clinic visit, usual care was provided, which included evaluation of visual function by the optometrist or ophthalmologist. After the initial evaluation, clinical data on each study patient were submitted to the data coordinating center via a secure web server. Given the study objective of observing outcomes of usual care, there were no study protocols for vision testing or intervention. Clinical data were entered online using the usual testing modality preferences of the different centers selected from pull-down menus, with the option of “not measured” available for each field. Clinical data included habitual and best-corrected VA (Early Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy Study, Snellen, or Feinbloom) for each eye and both eyes and contrast sensitivity (CS) measurement (Pelli-Robson, Mars, Hamilton-Veale, Vision Contrast Test System, Eschenbach continuous text low-contrast chart [Eschenbach Optik], Bailey-Lovie LogMar, or Lea Numbers). If peripheral visual field measurements were performed, the method of testing (confrontation, tangent screen, Octopus, Goldmann, Humphrey, or Esterman) and descriptive results (normal, quadrantopia, altitudinal defect, hemianopsia, generalized constriction, nasal step, or arcuate defect) were submitted. If central visual field testing was performed, the method of testing (clinical observation, Amsler, Humphrey, MP1, SLO, California CVFT, OPAKO, or Goldmann) was submitted along with the descriptive results, such as the presence or absence of a scotoma(s) and scotoma location relative to the preferred retinal locus. One primary and up to 3 secondary International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision, Clinical Modification (ICD-9-CM) disorder diagnostic codes were submitted for each eye.

RESULTS

Between April 25, 2008, and May 2, 2011, 1103 first-visit low vision patients were recruited by 28 clinical centers across the United States. Of the 1103 patients who signed and returned the contact authorization form, 47
(4.3%) could not be contacted by telephone; of those contacted, 103 (10%) were ineligible (92 because the form was returned too late, 7 because of poor hearing, and 4 because they were not new patients); of the 953 eligible patients, 168 (17.6%) declined participation in the study. The baseline interview was completed by 764 patients (97% of all enrolled patients). Baseline clinical data were obtained by the participating clinical centers and were reported for 675 of the 764 participating patients (88.4%).

**Figure 1** shows the patient age distribution. The median age was 77 years (age range, 19-98 years). Patients aged 65 years and older composed 73% of enrolled new low vision patients. Women composed 66% of the sample, and both sexes had similar age distributions.

Ocular disease status and visual system disorders of patients as determined by examination are given in **Table 1**. Ocular diagnoses were reported for each eye, and primary diagnosis refers to the eye with the better habitual VA. The primary diagnosis in approximately half the patients was macular disease (55%), with atrophic AMD (26% of all patients) (ICD-9-CM code 362.51) being the most common diagnosis, followed by neovascular AMD (12% of all patients) (ICD-9-CM code 362.52).

The prevalence rates of better-eye habitual VA are given in **Table 2**. Mild VA loss (≥20/60) was present in approximately one-third of patients (37%). Of patients for whom CS was measured (50% of all the patients), 24% had mild CS loss and 22% had mild VA loss with moderate or severe CS loss. Mean CS was 0.96 logCS (moderately reduced), and logCS is significantly correlated with logMAR VA ($r = -0.52, P < .001$). **Figure 2** illustrates the relationship between VA and perceived quality of vision. Most patients with VA of 20/60 or greater rated the quality of their vision as fair (42%) or poor (40%), and the prevalence rate of self-reported poor vision quality increased with worsening VA. A similar trend was evident in patients with good CS (>1.3 logCS) in that they rated their vision quality as fair (42%) or poor (30%). Almost half of the patients (49%) reported fluctuations in their vision, 72% reported that their vision had worsened over the last year, and 68% reported that lighting has a major effect on performance of activities.
Table 3 indicates that most patients seeking LVR services rated themselves as being in good to excellent general health, particularly those aged 71 to 80 years. The most frequently occurring conditions that potentially could cause physical limitations were osteoarthritis (37%), heart disease (31%), and back pain (30%). More than one-half of patients (60%) seeking LVR services reported that physical disabilities limit their ability to perform daily activities. Of those individuals, the impact of physical disabilities makes the performance of everyday activities moderately difficult (59%), very difficult (37%), or impossible (4%). Endurance limitations were common (68%), exhibited primarily as fatigue (49% of all the patients) and joint pain (38% of all the patients). Mobility adaptations were reported by 37% of patients, manifested through the nonexclusive use of supportive aids, primarily straight canes (23% of all the patients) and walkers (16% of all the patients). Table 3 also lists the prevalence rates of other characteristics of physical, psychological, and cognitive health states.

More than half of all the patients (52%) reported that they had experienced a fall during the previous 2 years, and 39% of individuals who had a fall reported it to be vision related. A similar proportion of falls occurred inside (54%) and outside (55%) the home. Upper body physical limitations were less frequently reported, although almost one-third of patients (30%) experienced hand limitations, primarily as numbness/tingling (22% of all the patients) and difficulty handling small objects (13% of all the patients). Self-reported hand grip strength was similarly affected as noted by intermediate (30%) and weak (10%) grip ability.

In describing their current emotional state, patients reported that they are depressed (22%), are anxious (23%), have difficulty coping (16%), and are frustrated (42%). Most patients (88%) stated that they are well-adjusted, and even among individuals who reported depression, 60% also reported that they are well-adjusted. In describing memory ability, 39% of all the patients self-reported no memory problems, and 47% reported occasional periods of forgetfulness; 10% reported that they are frequently forgetful. Hearing loss was reported by 40% of all the patients, whereas 19% of all the patients reported wearing hearing aids.

Table 4 describes the daily living arrangements and support structure of low vision patients. Most patients live with someone, either a spouse/companion (50%) or a family member (18%), and 39% live alone. Most live in a house (65%) or apartment/condominium (20%); relatively few live in a retirement community (7%) or nursing home (<1%). Most individuals (87%) rely on the nonexclusive support of family members (77%) or friends (38%) for assistance, and far fewer rely on community or local home care resources (16%). In terms of employment, 15% of all the patients were employed, 6% were seeking employment, and 17% were receiving long-term disability for their vision or another condition; 20% of patients reported that they were engaged in volunteer work. The most common source of transportation for patients was riding with family or friends (81%), although 30% continue to drive themselves in some capacity. Whereas 59% of all the patients are licensed to drive, only 31% of all the patients are driving. Of individuals who drive, most (85%) limit their driving to daytime only (81%) and or familiar areas (73%).

Figure 3 shows previous patient experience with VAE. Although less than one-fifth of all the patients had ever been exposed to LVR services (15%), device training (7%), daily living skills training (5%), or eccentric viewing training (1%), more than half of all the patients (66%) reported using handheld magnifiers at the time of their evaluation. Other reading aids and modifications that patients reported using before seeking current LVR services are closed-circuit television (CCTV) or video magnifier (10%), audio books/reading service (21%), large-print books/magazines (22%), and increased font size on the computer screen (12%).
The population seeking private outpatient LVR services in the United States is primarily older women with macular disorders and mild to moderate vision impairment. In addition to their visual limitations, these patients report having the physical, psychological, and cognitive disorders that are typical in this older age group. These comorbidities alone can limit daily functioning, but, when combined with even mild vision impairment, can amplify disability and reduce quality of life beyond that normally expected to be caused by the patient’s level of vision loss.

Although vision loss is the motive for patients to seek LVR services, more than one-third of patients (37%) who sought care have mild habitual VA loss (20/20 to 20/60 in the better eye) and macular degeneration. The present findings are consistent with those of previous studies and point to factors other than VA as affecting visual functioning. For example, even with successful anti-vascular endothelial growth factor therapy for neovascular AMD, patients are often left with small VA loss but report having difficulty meeting the visual demands of daily living. Losses in CS and visual field loss or para-central scotomas have been identified as important independent contributors to losses in visual function.

The number of patients is not the same for all categories because patients could elect not to answer questions. Multiple descriptions were permitted, and, therefore, category totals may exceed 100%.

A question was added midway through the study.
moderately correlated with VA (r = −0.52), almost one-fifth of patients (18.3%) with mild to moderate (>20/200) VA loss had poor CS (<0.8 logCS). The clinical presentation is commonly seen in nonneovascular AMD with nonfoveal geographic atrophy and in advanced glaucoma.

The overall ability of patients to perform routine activities is limited by physical, psychological, cognitive, and vision health states and their interactions. The prevalence rates of different chronic physical health problems in the present sample are consistent with prevalence rates reported by epidemiological studies of the general elderly population. Specifically, the high prevalence of arthritis, back pain, and heart disease in this sample concurs with the observation that more than half the patients report that their physical health status limits their ability to perform daily activities. Joint pain, fatigue, and reduced endurance in this cohort are major impediments to performing sustained physical activities and often manifest as impaired mobility function. These physical limitations combined with visual impairments may put low vision patients in higher risk for falls. More than half of this sample (52%) reported experiencing a fall in the past 2 years, and of those, one-third attributed the fall to their vision. When there is an accumulation of multiple disabilities, such as vision loss in addition to musculoskeletal or vestibular disorders, balance control problems can become amplified. Epidemiological studies have shown that even mild VA loss increases the risk of falling, with fall prevalence ratios (relative to 20/20 VA) increasing by a factor of 2 for VA less than 20/30 in the better eye. Although the risk could be alleviated with the use of assistive mobility devices, only approximately one-third of low vision patients (37%) use mobility devices such as a cane or walker.

Declining physical and visual function can limit the performance of daily living activities, which can lead to depression, which, in turn, can reduce rehabilitation potential. In this sample, almost one-quarter of patients reported depression when queried as part of the overall medical systems review (24%) and when queried about their current emotional state (22%). Depression prevalence rates in this sample are within the range reported by previous studies for which patients were recruited from retina or LVR practices (4%-63%) and from geriatric primary care (general population) settings (3%-35%). The wide range in rates can be attributed to variability in the method of assessment (eg, survey vs clinical interview), survey choice, criteria used, population studied, and whether the measurement is referencing major or minor depression. More than half of this sample (60%) who reported their current emotional state as “depressed” also described themselves as being “well-adjusted,” which suggests that most may be experiencing minor, rather than major, depression. Individuals with acquired visual impairment commonly express that everyday activities, such as reading mail or balancing a checkbook, take much greater effort and time to perform, which is consistent with more than one-third of all the patients (42%) reporting that they are “frustrated.”

Rehabilitation frequently requires learning new skills and compensatory strategies, both of which depend on cognitive function. For this analysis, self-reported memory was used as a surrogate for cognition. Most patients seeking LVR services report minimal to no problems with their memory, whereas 11% report that they are frequently forgetful or confused. These rates of self-reported memory dysfunction are within a range similar to those of the few general population-based studies available, which show prevalence rate es-
estimates using neuropsychological testing of 16.1% to 22.2%. Given the motivation required and self-selection that occurs with seeking out LVR services and participation in research, we would expect a lower prevalence of cognitive impairment in the present sample compared with in the general population. As LVR requires carryover of newly learned techniques, cognitive impairment, particularly decreased attention and executive functioning, may adversely affect rehabilitation potential or require increased support services to reinforce newly learned skills and adaptations.

Almost half the patients (40%) in the present sample reported difficulty hearing, and almost one-fifth (19% of all the patients) use a hearing aid. Although patients with hearing impairment that interfered with telephone interviews were excluded from the study (1%), the self-report findings are consistent with previous prevalence rate estimates for the general population (18.8%-51.5%) when surveyed and somewhat higher than studies that used audiologic testing (29%). When vision loss is added to already present hearing loss, coping mechanisms, such as speech reading, can break down further, causing communication difficulties. Dual sensory loss is associated with decreased intellectual functioning, depression, and amplified difficulties with activities of daily living.

More than one-third of patients (39%) seeking LVR services live alone, and most (92%) live in traditional residences (house, apartment, etc) as opposed to assisted-living communities or nursing homes. Irrespective of living arrangements, most of the sample (87%) rely on family members, friends, and others for assistance with some daily living activities, whereas far fewer rely on community support (16%). Previous studies have reported that this reliance on others is greater in the visually impaired population than it is in the normally sighted population, and, in addition, community resources for daily living support are minimally accessed by this population. Transportation is a significant source of reliance on others. Two-thirds (66%) of this sample does not drive, and most patients (81%) ride with family and friends some or all of the time. Almost one-quarter of the patients are employed, seeking employment, or performing volunteer work, which adds to the need for transportation.

Although most patients seeking LVR are licensed to drive (59%), only one-third of all the patients (31%) report that they continue to do so. This is consistent with the results of other studies of prevalence rates of driving in low vision populations. Of those driving, most (85%) in the present sample self-impose restrictions, such as daytime-only driving or driving only in familiar areas, which agrees with findings from earlier studies. Similarly, most patients driving reported high confidence and ability behind the wheel. This is likely due to modified behavior, such as limiting driving to familiar routes, where reading road signs is less critical, and minimizing exposure to high-risk situations, such as avoiding driving at night or in bad weather. Loss of driving ability can lead to decreased physical activity, depression, and an inability to support basic daily living needs.

More than three-fourths of patients (85%) in the present sample reported that this was their first experience with LVR services and had never before experienced any other type of rehabilitation service (eg, occupational therapy or physical therapy). Inclusion criteria for this study required only that participants were “new patients” to the physician. Despite minimal to no previous LVR experience, two-thirds of patients (66%) previously had tried using handheld magnifiers. Although it is apparent that individuals are trying over-the-counter...

Figure 3. Frequency of patients who reported current or past use of vision-assistive equipment. CCTV indicates closed-circuit television.
solutions on their own (e.g., handheld magnifiers, CCTV, enlarged computer screen fonts, and large-print books), without the correct VAE type, power, and training, the patient might become discouraged, abandon the approach, and resist VAE recommendations made by LVR service providers.73,74 Despite Medicare coverage of physician services and physician-prescribed rehabilitation services for qualifying beneficiaries, VAE is excluded from coverage and represents an out-of-pocket expense to the private sector low vision population.28

To our knowledge, this study is the first comprehensive description of the traits of new patients seeking outpatient LVR services in the United States. But, because of possible patient selection biases, this sample might not be an accurate representation of all new patients seeking LVR services. Although 31% of recruited patients did not enroll in the study, of those who were eligible, only 18% declined participation. Detailed information was not captured on nonparticipants, leaving open the possibility that they may have different characteristics. Some might argue that self-reported data are less reliable than are clinical records and performance measures. However, when clinicians evaluate older patients with chronic visual impairment, information on physical, psychological, and cognitive function is typically assessed by self-report rather than by performance testing or use of standardized questionnaires.

In summary, patients seeking outpatient LVR services are predominantly geriatric and female and have macular disease. The disparity between VA and subjective quality of vision says that VA alone might be insufficient as an indicator of the need for LVR services. In addition to the impact of the visual loss, each patient seeking services may have multiple physical, psychological, and cognitive concerns that can amplify the disability and accelerate the functional decline. Consideration and referral for rehabilitation is indicated in patients at increased risk. Although there is significant reliance on others for support, the desire to remain independent and improve visual function is evident from individuals continuing to work, drive, seek LVR services, and pursue VAE strategies. With an understanding of the traits of the low vision patient population, we are better positioned to design and study different treatment protocols, determine their effectiveness, and, ultimately, improve functional ability, independence, and quality of life in patients with low vision.
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